Double Play
Heavy Duty Cleaner/Wax TM 659

Description: Heavy Duty One-Step Cleaner/Wax

Applications: Used Car Reconditioning
Retail Detailing

Directions:
Shake well before and during use. For use with orbital or rotary buffer. Use on a clean, cool, dry surface. To remove moderate scratches and imperfections, first use a wool pad or aggressive foam pad, then follow with a medium to light foam pad. For light scratches and imperfections simply use a medium to light foam pad. Apply a moderate amount of product to surface and buff. Wipe off residue with a clean soft cloth.

Tips:
- Low dust formula—easy to use
- Safe on all painted surfaces
- Pleasant apple fragrance

Packaging:
- 4/1 Gallons per Case
- 6/1 Quarts per Case

Complies with VOC regulatory restrictions
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